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This seminar is intended to do two things. First, to expose you to formal models and illustrate how they can 
guide empirical work and make it more persuasive. Second, we will pay special attention to managerial 
accounting topics, in particular on performance evaluation and other aspects of management control. 
 
Given this objective, it is necessary to work through the details of papers that are based on a formal 
economic model. Reading the introduction and conclusions of theory papers is more or less a waste of time if 
you haven’t thoroughly worked through the model -- working through models is how you develop sound 
intuition. Important for accounting, intuition does not come easy when information is the main force at work. 
Only after one has an understanding of how the model works is one in a position to judge the model’s 
usefulness and whether it is worth further theoretical or empirical validation.  
 
For most of us, working through a model essentially means solving numerical examples. Your ongoing 
assignment is to get as far as you possibly can with the examples. Our major resource will be Demski, J. 
2008. Managerial Uses of Accounting Information (revised edition). Springer. ISBN 978-0-387-77450-3. 
 
“Prerequisite” 
Verify Example 2.2 using solver and plot the cost function. Then use analysis to derive the cost function and 
the optimal q. Verify that the solutions in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 to Example 2.2 satisfy the first order necessary 
conditions for an optimum described in the Appendix. 
 
Verify Example 3.1 using solver (and plot the cost function using Mathematica or, if you can figure it out, 
Solver). Then use analysis to derive the cost function described in equation (3.5) and the optimal q. 
 
I. Hidden information and “participative budgeting” 
Demski, J. 2005. Analytic modeling in management accounting research, in The Handbook of Management 

Accounting Research  
Antle and Eppen. 1985. Capital rationing and organizational slack in capital budgeting. Management Science 

31 (2): 163-174. (SKIM) 
Verify that the optimal contracts are as described in Demski 18.15 and 10-14. Explain how the derivation of 

the equilibrium exploits the revelation principle. (Notice Joel’s explanation of the game in the text does 
not mention reporting or budgeting.) 

Rankin-Schwartz-Young. 2003. Management control using nonbinding budgetary announcements. Journal of 
Management Accounting Research. 
 
II. Other considerations in participative budgeting 
Evans-Hannan-Krishnan-Moser. 2000. Honesty in managerial reporting. The Accounting Review 
Rankin-Schwartz-Young. 2008. The effect of honesty and superior authority on budget proposals. Journal of 
Management Accounting Research. 
Brown-Evans-Moser. 2009. Agency theory and participative budgeting experiments. Journal of Management 
Accounting Research 21: 317-345. 
 
III. Hidden action (Performance evaluation) 
Demski Read ch. 13, 14, 16; Problems 13-8, 9, 10, 13, 15; 14-11, 12; 16-12, 18; 18-16 
Harris and Raviv. 1978. Some results on incentive contracts with applications to education and employment, 

health insurance, and law enforcement. American Economic Review 68 (1): 20-30. (SKIM) 
Holmstrom, B. 1979. Moral hazard and observability Bell Journal of Economics 10: 74-91 (SKIM) 
Schwartz-Young. 2013. A few stylized observations on accounting discretion. Accounting Research Journal 16 

(2): 154-166. 
Schwartz-Spires-Young. 2017. A teaching note on the controllability “principle” and performance 

measurement 

https://u.osu.edu/young.53/files/2017/06/Demski-analytic-modeling-1ltk3dx.pdf
https://u.osu.edu/young.53/files/2018/06/antle-eppen-16p13qz.pdf
http://fisher.osu.edu/%7Eyoung_53/Rankin-Schwartz-Young-NBA.pdf
http://fisher.osu.edu/%7Eyoung_53/Evans-Hannan-Krishnan-Moser.pdf
http://fisher.osu.edu/%7Eyoung_53/Rankin-Schwartz-Young-Honesty.pdf
http://fisher.osu.edu/%7Eyoung_53/Brown-Evans-Moser%20Agency%20Theory%20Experiments.pdf
https://u.osu.edu/young.53/files/2017/07/Harris-Raviv-1978-19nyuzi.pdf
https://u.osu.edu/young.53/files/2016/12/Nikias-Schwartz-Young_Issues-2nbns39.pdf
https://u.osu.edu/young.53/files/2018/06/SSY-Intermediate-1p91m3a.pdf
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IV. Empirical implications of agency models 
Demski. 2010. (The underdeveloped role of) Science in Accounting. Notes for Froystein Gjesdal (Memorial) 

Lecture 
Demski-Sappington. 1999. Summarization with errors: A perspective on empirical investigations of agency 

relationships. Management Accounting Research 10: 21-37. 
Chen-Schipper. 2016. Comments and observations regarding the relation between theory and empirical 

research in contemporary accounting research. Foundations and Trends in Accounting. (SKIM) 
Demski. 2004. Endogenous expectations. The Accounting Review 79 (2): 519-539. (SKIM Introduction) 
Fehr-Kirchsteiger-Riedl. 1993. Does Fairness Prevent Market Clearing? An Experimental Investigation. The 

Quarterly Journal of Economics 108 (2): 437-459 
Fehr-Gachter. 1998. How effective are trust- and reciprocity-based incentives? in Economics, Values and 

Organizations, Ben-Ner and Putterman, eds. Cambridge University Press: 337-363. 
Kuang-Moser. 2009. Reciprocity and the Effectiveness of Optimal Agency Contracts. The Accounting Review 

84 (5): 1679-94. 
 
 
V. Hidden action and hidden information 
Demski, J. 2001. Some Thoughts on Accounting Scholarship. Presidential Address to the American Accounting  
Association (August). 
Demski 17.4, 5 
Penno, M. 1990. Auditing for performance evaluation. The Accounting Review 3 (July): 520-536. 
Ozbilgin-Penno. 2008. The assignment of decision rights in formal information systems. Journal of 

Management Accounting Research 20: 83-105. 
 
VI. Equilibrium information revelation 
Arya, Glover and Sunder. 1998. Earnings management and the Revelation Principle. Review of Accounting 

Studies 3: 7-34. 
Arya, Glover and Sunder. 2003. Are unmanaged earnings always better for shareholders? Accounting 

Horizons (Supplement): 111-116. 
Hemmer-Labro. 2016. Management by the Numbers: A Formal Approach to Deriving Informational and 

Distributional Properties of "Un-managed" Earnings. Working paper. (SKIM) 
 
VII. Disclosure in markets 
Dye. 1985. Disclosure of nonproprietary information. JAR 23 (1): 123-146. 
Jung-Kwon. 1988. Disclosure when the market is unsure of information endowment of managers. JAR 26 (1): 

146-153. 
Verrecchia. 2001. Essays on disclosure. JAE 32: 97-180 (SKIM) 
Dye. 2001. An evaluation of “essays on disclosure” and the disclosure literature in accounting. JAE 32: 181-

235. (SKIM) 
 

https://u.osu.edu/young.53/files/2018/06/Demski-science-in-accounting-111z4ja.pdf
https://www.nhh.no/en/calendar/conferences/froystein-gjesdal-lecture/previous-lectures/
https://www.nhh.no/en/calendar/conferences/froystein-gjesdal-lecture/previous-lectures/
http://fisher.osu.edu/%7Eyoung_53/Demski-Sapp.pdf
https://u.osu.edu/young.53/files/2018/06/Chen-Schipper-causality-in-empirical-acc-research-r36oau.pdf
https://u.osu.edu/young.53/files/2017/06/Demski-Endog-Expect-29spou0.pdf
https://u.osu.edu/young.53/files/2018/06/Fehr-Kirchsteiger-Riedl-1ic14lc.pdf
https://u.osu.edu/young.53/files/2018/06/fehr-gachter-1998-29lc326.pdf
https://u.osu.edu/young.53/files/2016/12/Kuang-Moser-2009-TAR-18p9quu.pdf
http://u.osu.edu/young.53/files/2017/06/Demski-Thoughts-on-Acc-Scholarship-19jv1gm.pdf
http://u.osu.edu/young.53/files/2018/06/Penno_Aud_for_Perf_Eval-zs4igf.pdf
http://u.osu.edu/young.53/files/2018/06/Ozbilgin-Penno-1qmcoku.pdf
https://u.osu.edu/young.53/files/2018/06/AGS-Earn-Mgmt-1xfc00u.pdf
https://u.osu.edu/young.53/files/2018/06/Arya-Glover-Sunder_Earn_Mgmt-Acc-Horizons-r0ge9n.pdf
https://u.osu.edu/young.53/files/2018/06/Hemmer-Labro-earnings-management-24qngo7.pdf
https://u.osu.edu/young.53/files/2018/06/Dye-nonproprietary-1985-1ukue7a.pdf
https://u.osu.edu/young.53/files/2018/06/Jung-Kwon-Dye-note-16s5txr.xlsx
https://u.osu.edu/young.53/files/2018/06/Verrecchia_Robert_E-1vnog3g.pdf
https://u.osu.edu/young.53/files/2018/06/Dye_Ronald_Review-of-Verrecchia-2nl26ao.pdf

